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The editors outline a key problem in global studies, which is a lack of engagement between the
local/particular/individual and the ‘universalising’ processes in which they are situated. The volume deals
with this concern with contributions from historical sociologists, poststructuralist and postcolonial scholars
and by focusing in the Middle East, religion in global modernity and non-human subjectivities.
Migration, Diaspora and Information Technology in Global Societies Mar 03 2020 Migrants and
diaspora communities are shaped by their use of information and communication technologies. This book
explores the multifaceted role played by new media in the re-location of these groups of people, assisting
them in their efforts to defeat nostalgia, construct new communities, and keep connected with their
communities of origin. Furthermore, the book analyses the different ways in which migrants contribute,
along with natives, in co-constructing contemporary societies – a process in which the cultures of both
groups are considered. Drawing on contributions from a range of disciplines including sociology,
anthropology, psychology and linguistics, it offers a more profound understanding of one of the most
significant phenomena of contemporary international societies – the migration of nearly a billion people
worldwide - and the relationship between technology and society.
World History Dec 24 2021 World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers a comprehensive
introduction to the history of humankind from prehistory to 1500. Authored by six USG faculty members
with advance degrees in History, this textbook offers up-to-date original scholarship. It covers such
cultures, states, and societies as Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient Israel, Dynastic Egypt, India's Classical
Age, the Dynasties of China, Archaic Greece, the Roman Empire, Islam, Medieval Africa, the Americas, and
the Khanates of Central Asia. It includes 350 high-quality images and maps, chronologies, and learning
questions to help guide student learning. Its digital nature allows students to follow links to applicable
sources and videos, expanding their educational experience beyond the textbook. It provides a new and free
alternative to traditional textbooks, making World History an invaluable resource in our modern age of
technology and advancement.
Sources of World Societies, Volume 1 Sep 01 2022 Sources of World Societies is an expertly crafted
collection of historical sources with a variety of global, cultural perspectives from around the world.
From International to World Society? Aug 20 2021 Barry Buzan offers an extensive and long overdue
critique and reappraisal of the English school approach to International Relations. Starting on the
neglected concept of world society and bringing together the international society tradition and the
Wendtian mode of constructivism, Buzan offers a new theoretical framework that can be used to address
globalisation as a complex political interplay among state and non-state actors. This approach forces

The World That Trade Created Sep 28 2019 In a series of brief vignettes the authors bring to life
international trade and its actors, and also demonstrate that economic activity cannot be divorced from
social and cultural contexts. In the process they make clear that the seemingly modern concept of economic
globalisation has deep historical roots.
A History of World Societies Jul 19 2021
Sources of World Societies, Volume 2 Mar 27 2022 Sources of World Societies is an expertly crafted
collection of historical sources with a variety of global, cultural perspectives from around the world.
A History of World Societies, Volume 1: To 1715 Jan 25 2022 More than any other text, A History of
World Societies introduces students to the families, foods, workplaces, religions, and diversions of peoples
of the past through lively, descriptive writing and extensive primary sources that give voice to a wide range
of individuals. This hallmark treatment of social history combines with strong political, cultural, and
economic coverage and a clear, easy-to-manage organization to provide students with the most vivid
account available of what life was like throughout human history. The Eighth Edition welcomes to the
author team Merry Wiesner-Hanks and Clare Crowston, experienced world-history teachers and highly
regarded scholars who bring additional attention to gender and cultural history. It also expands the text's
global perspective by strengthening coverage of non-Western topics and comparisons among world
societies. A fresh, colorful look and a completely new map program showcase a narrative that the authors
judiciously shortened for even greater power and accessibility. Bedford/St. Martin’s is proud to have
recently acquired the stellar McKay franchise in World History and Western Civilization. These wonderful
books fit well with our publishing philosophy at Bedford/St. Martin’s, emphasizing innovation, quality, and a
focus on the needs of students and instructors. We hope to contribute to their future success with the care
and attention to detail we give every book we publish.
A History of World Societies Nov 10 2020
Sources of World Societies, Volume 1: To 1600 Jun 05 2020 "This two-volume primary-source
collection provides a diverse selection of documents to accompany each chapter of A history of world
societies, ninth edition"--P. 4 of cover.
Modern Subjectivities in World Society Oct 29 2019 This book brings together theories of world society
with poststructuralist and postcolonial work on modern subjectivity to understand the universalising and
particularising processes of globalisation. It addresses a theoretical void in global studies by attending to
the co-constituted process through which modern subjectivities and global processes emerge and interact.
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English school theory to confront neglected questions about both its basic concepts and assumptions, and
about the constitution of society in terms of what values are shared, how and why they are shared, and by
whom. Buzan highlights the idea of primary institutions as the central contribution of English school theory
and shows how this both differentiates English school theory from realism and neoliberal institutionalism,
and how it can be used to generate distinctive comparative and historical accounts of international society.
A History of World Societies Apr 27 2022 This best-selling world history survey uses political history as the
main framework of its narrative, while emphasizing social history to a greater extent than in any
comparable text. The text retains many popular pedagogical features from previous editions, including its
short introduction, focus questions, presentation of historical problems throughout the text, primary source
quotations, chapter summaries, and annotated lists of suggested readings. This edition expands its
coverage of non-Western regions with the expertise of author Patricia Ebrey, a noted historian who
specializes in Asian history.
A History of World Societies, Volume C: From 1775 to Present Oct 22 2021 More than any other text, A
History of World Societies introduces students to the families, foods, workplaces, religions, and diversions
of peoples of the past through lively, descriptive writing and extensive primary sources that give voice to a
wide range of individuals. This hallmark treatment of social history combines with strong political, cultural,
and economic coverage and a clear, easy-to-manage organization to provide students with the most vivid
account available of what life was like throughout human history. The Eighth Edition welcomes to the
author team Merry Wiesner-Hanks and Clare Crowston, experienced world-history teachers and highly
regarded scholars who bring additional attention to gender and cultural history. It also expands the text's
global perspective by strengthening coverage of non-Western topics and comparisons among world
societies. A fresh, colorful look and a completely new map program showcase a narrative that the authors
judiciously shortened for even greater power and accessibility. Bedford/St. Martin’s is proud to have
recently acquired the stellar McKay franchise in World History and Western Civilization. These wonderful
books fit well with our publishing philosophy at Bedford/St. Martin’s, emphasizing innovation, quality, and a
focus on the needs of students and instructors. We hope to contribute to their future success with the care
and attention to detail we give every book we publish.
A History of World Societies Value, Combined Volume Apr 03 2020 The lively and accessible narrative
and the hallmark focus on social and cultural history that has made A History of World Societies one of the
most successful textbooks for the world history course is now available in a lower price format. The twocolor Value Edition includes the full narrative, the popular "Individuals in Society" feature, and select
images and maps. The Value edition is available packaged with LaunchPad, a new intuitive e-book and
course space with LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and a wealth of activities and assessments that help
students make progress towards learning outcomes. LaunchPad features primary source activities, map and
visual activities, adaptive and summative quizzing, and a wealth of optional resources, including carefully
developed Online Document Projects for each chapter with auto-graded exercises.
Cultures and Societies in a Changing World Feb 23 2022 In the Fourth Edition of Cultures and Societies in
a Changing World, author Wendy Griswold illuminates how culture shapes our social world and how society
shapes culture. Through this book, students will gain an understanding of the sociology of culture and
explore stories, beliefs, media, ideas, art, religious practices, fashions, and rituals from a sociological
perspective. Cultural examples from multiple countries and time periods will broaden students' global
understanding. Students will develop a deeper appreciation of culture and society from this text, gleaning
insights that will help them overcome cultural misunderstandings, conflicts, and ignorance and that will
help equip them to live their professional and personal lives as effective, wise citizens of the world.
World Society Feb 11 2021 John W. Meyer's work broke new grounds in institutional thought in sociology
and made him a central thinker for the emerging interdisciplinary field of neoinstitutionalism, while at the
same time establishing institutional thought's comparative variant, world society theory. His scholarship
plays a prominent role in contemporary social theory, and has shaped research areas such as international
relations and globalization, organization theory, and management studies. One of the results of Meyer's
wide-ranging and interdisciplinary influence is that his work has appeared in a diverse range of outlets.
This book brings together some of John W. Meyer's widely-scattered work, reviewing four decades of
a-history-of-world-societies-volume-2-since-1500

scholarship, and adding several original pieces from Meyer's current work. It gathers substantive
commentary on social processes, from stratification to globalization to socialization, as well as on key social
institutions, from science to religion to law to education. In its expansive review, this book is both about
neoinstitutional thought in general and world society theory in particular. This book is both by John W.
Meyer and about John W. Meyer: to the compilation of Meyer's canonized and current work, Georg Krücken
and Gili S. Drori add an essay on the theoretical and empirical contribution of Meyer's institutional theory,
placing it within the broader context of contemporary social theory, globalization research, and
organizational studies in both in the United States and Europe.
A History of World Societies, Combined Volume Nov 03 2022 A History of World Societies introduces
students to the global past through social history and the stories and voices of the people who lived it. The
book’s regional and comparative approach helps students understand the connections of global history
while providing a manageable organization. With global connections and comparisons, documents, features
and activities that teach historical analysis.
Territorial Conflicts in World Society Apr 15 2021 By bringing into dialogue modern systems theory and
international relations, this text provides theoretically innovative and empirically rich perspectives on
conflicts in world society. This collection contrasts Niklas Luhmann’s theory of world society in modern
systems theory with more classical approaches to the study of conflicts, offering a fresh perspective on
territorial conflicts in international relations. It includes chapters on key issues such as: conflicts and
human rights conflicts in the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa war and violence Greek-Turkish relations
conflict theory the role of states in world societal conflicts legal territorial disputes in Australia hegemony
and conflict in global law conflict management after 9/11. While all contributions draw from the theory of
world society in modern systems theory, the authors offer rich multi-disciplinary perspectives which bring
in concepts from international relations, peace and conflict studies, sociology, law and philosophy.
Territorial Conflicts in World Society will appeal to international relations specialists, peace and conflict
researchers and sociologists.
A History of World Societies, Value Edition, Volume 2 Jul 31 2022 The lively and accessible narrative
and the hallmark focus on social and cultural history that has made A History of World Societies one of the
most successful textbooks for the world history course is now available in a lower price format. The twocolor Value Edition includes the full narrative, the popular "Individuals in Society" feature, and select
images and maps.
Maritime Societies of the Viking and Medieval World Jan 01 2020 This book is a study of communities that
drew their identity and livelihood from their relationships with water during a pivotal time in the creation of
the social, economic and political landscapes of northern Europe. It focuses on the Baltic, North and Irish
Seas in the Viking Age (ad 1050–1200), with a few later examples (such as the Scottish Lordship of the
Isles) included to help illuminate less well-documented earlier centuries. Individual chapters introduce
maritime worlds ranging from the Isle of Man to Gotland — while also touching on the relationships
between estate centres, towns, landing places and the sea in the more terrestrially oriented societies that
surrounded northern Europe’s main spheres of maritime interaction. It is predominately an archaeological
project, but draws no arbitrary lines between the fields of historical archaeology, history and literature. The
volume explores the complex relationships between long-range interconnections and distinctive regional
identities that are characteristic of maritime societies, seeking to understand communities that were
brought into being by their relationships with the sea and who set waves in motion that altered distant
shores.
The World Until Yesterday Aug 08 2020 From the author of No.1 international bestseller Collapse, a
mesmerizing portrait of the human past that offers profound lessons for how we can live today Visionary,
prize-winning author Jared Diamond changed the way we think about the rise and fall of human civilizations
with his previous international bestsellers Guns, Germs and Steel and Collapse. Now he returns with
another epic - and groundbreaking - journey into our rapidly receding past. In The World Until Yesterday,
Diamond reveals how traditional societies around the world offer an extraordinary window onto how our
ancestors lived for the majority of human history - until virtually yesterday, in evolutionary terms - and
provide unique, often overlooked insights into human nature. Drawing extensively on his decades working
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in the jungles of Papua New Guinea, Diamond explores how tribal societies approach essential human
problems, from childrearing to conflict resolution to health, and discovers we have much to learn from
traditional ways of life. He unearths remarkable findings - from the reason why modern afflictions like
diabetes, obesity and Alzheimer's are virtually non-existent in tribal societies to the surprising benefits of
multilingualism. Panoramic in scope and thrillingly original, The World Until Yesterday provides an
enthralling first-hand picture of the human past that also suggests profound lessons for how to live well
today. Jared Diamond is the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the seminal million-copy-bestseller Guns,
Germs, and Steel, which was named one of TIME's best non-fiction books of all time, and Collapse, a #1
international bestseller. A professor of geography at UCLA and noted polymath, Diamond's work has been
influential in the fields of anthropology, biology, ornithology, ecology and history, among others.
A History of World Societies, Concise, Volume 1 May 29 2022 The new Concise edition of A History of
World Societies offers an accessible regional chapter structure, readability, and sustained attention to
social history in a brief, affordable text. The Concise Edition features the full narrative of the
comprehensive edition, as well as a selection of features and tools to engage today's students and save
instructors time. Robust primary sources in print and online help students with historical thinking skills.
The Status of Law in World Society Dec 12 2020 Friedrich Kratochwil's book explores the role of law in
the international arena and the key discourses surrounding it. It explains the increased importance of law
for politics, from law-fare to the judicialization of politics, to human rights, and why traditional expectations
of progress through law have led to disappointment. Providing an overview of the debates in legal theory,
philosophy, international law and international organizations, Kratochwil reflects on the need to break
down disciplinary boundaries and address important issues in both international relations and international
law, including deformalization, fragmentation, the role of legal pluralism, the emergence of autonomous
autopoietic systems and the appearance of non-territorial forms of empire. He argues that the pretensions
of a positivist theory in social science and of positivism in law are inappropriate for understanding practical
problems and formulates an approach for the analysis of praxis based on constructivism and pragmatism.
World History May 17 2021 In World History: Societies of the Past, students explore societies of the past
and see the influences and impact history has on their lives today. The textbook provides students with an
easy-to-understand and in-depth look at human societies-from early hunters-gatherers to ancient societies
to the beginnings of modern-day societies (1850 CE). A chronological approach explores social,
environmental, political, economic, cultural, and technological issues that remain relevant in today's world.
To help your students visualize historical situations and events, the textbook includes: hundreds of vibrant
illustrations and historical artwork detailed maps, diagrams, and charts informative timelines questions,
summaries, and quick facts stories of everyday people. Recommended by Manitoba Education, Citizenship
and Youth as a Manitoba Grade 7 Social Studies Learning Resource. Recommended for British Columbia
grade 7 classrooms.
World Society Oct 10 2020 This analytical interdisciplinary approach to the study of behaviour in world
society attempts to make relatively advanced material intelligible to those without the background of
political science which has hitherto been necessary. Dr Burton, viewing world society as a total
environment in which the behaviour of individuals, groups, nations and states occurs, describes ethnic,
political, economic and ideological systems and discusses all aspects of behaviour: decision-making; roles,
non-rational activity, problems of perception, values and conflict. He shows how such behaviour relates to
that which we know in all social groups and in more confined areas, and states that any analysis of
international society, its problems and conflicts, which explains behaviour at one social level differently
from activity at another social level must be misleading. This book provides a stimulating and challenging
analysis of world society which will interest a wide range of those studying international relations,
sociology and politics in universities, schools and colleges of education.
The Middle Class in World Society Jun 17 2021 This volume delves into the study of the world’s emerging
middle class. With essays on Europe, the United States, Africa, Latin America, and Asia, the book studies
recent trends and developments in middle class evolution at the global, regional, national, and local levels.
It reconsiders the conceptualization of the middle class, with a focus on the diversity of middle class
formation in different regions and zones of world society. It also explores middle class lifestyles and
a-history-of-world-societies-volume-2-since-1500

everyday experiences, including experiences of social mobility, feelings of insecurity and anxiety, and even
middle class engagement with social activism. Drawing on extensive fieldwork and in-depth interviews, the
book provides a sophisticated analysis of this new and rapidly expanding socioeconomic group and puts
forth some provocative ideas for intellectual and policy debates. It will be of importance to students and
researchers of sociology, economics, development studies, political studies, Latin American studies, and
Asian Studies.
Political Regimes in the Arab World Jun 25 2019 One of the implications of Orientalism is that the Arab
world, as a homogenous entity, is often analysed as an anomaly within the international system. This book
argues that, despite their differences, societies across the globe ultimately construct their own history
according to very similar dynamics and tensions. The methodological approach of this book, using different
countries within the Arab world as models, offers the reader an analysis of relations between the elites and
their opposition in a variety of settings. A definition of the political structure of each country is drawn from
this analysis before potential future scenarios, as according to country specific experts, are proposed. This
model provides a useful contribution to students and scholars of political science and international
relations. Through providing a comparative study of the political regimes currently operating in the Arab
world; their elites, civil society, power resources and political resistance, this book illustrates that despite
the image of homogeneity sometimes portrayed by the Arab world, it is the multiplicity of models and
heterogeneity of regimes that constitute reality.
From Globalization to World Society Sep 20 2021 Since the 1970s, various sociological approaches have
tried to understand and conceptualize "the global," yet few of them have systematically addressed the full
spectrum of social relationships. Prominent exponents of the global approach - such as world systems
analysis - instead have focused on particular domains such as politics or the economy. Under the label of
"world society," however, some authors have suggested alternatives to the predominant equivocation of
society and the nation-state. The contributions to this volume share that objective and take their point of
departure from the two most ambitious projects of a theory of world society: world polity research and
systems theory, mapping out the common ground and assessing their potential to inform empirical analyses
of globalization.
A History of World Societies, Volume 2: Since 1500 Jun 29 2022 More than any other text, A History of
World Societies introduces students to the families, foods, workplaces, religions, and diversions of peoples
of the past through lively, descriptive writing and extensive primary sources that give voice to a wide range
of individuals. This hallmark treatment of social history combines with strong political, cultural, and
economic coverage and a clear, easy-to-manage organization to provide students with the most vivid
account available of what life was like throughout human history. The Eighth Edition welcomes to the
author team Merry Wiesner-Hanks and Clare Crowston, experienced world-history teachers and highly
regarded scholars who bring additional attention to gender and cultural history. It also expands the text's
global perspective by strengthening coverage of non-Western topics and comparisons among world
societies. A fresh, colorful look and a completely new map program showcase a narrative that the authors
judiciously shortened for even greater power and accessibility. Bedford/St. Martin’s is proud to have
recently acquired the stellar McKay franchise in World History and Western Civilization. These wonderful
books fit well with our publishing philosophy at Bedford/St. Martin’s, emphasizing innovation, quality, and a
focus on the needs of students and instructors. We hope to contribute to their future success with the care
and attention to detail we give every book we publish.
Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies (20th Anniversary Edition) Aug 27 2019
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative,
and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review of Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues
that geographical and environmental factors shaped the modern world. Societies that had had a head start
in food production advanced beyond the hunter-gatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well as
nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate
preliterate cultures. A major advance in our understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel
chronicles the way that the modern world came to be and stunningly dismantles racially based theories of
human history. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the Rhone-Poulenc Prize,
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most personal sense of who we are as individuals and also the large-scale social, political, and economic
forces that drive human history. Includes black-and-white illustrations.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution Jul 27 2019 World-renowned economist Klaus Schwab, Founder and
Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum, explains that we have an opportunity to shape the
fourth industrial revolution, which will fundamentally alter how we live and work. Schwab argues that this
revolution is different in scale, scope and complexity from any that have come before. Characterized by a
range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the developments are
affecting all disciplines, economies, industries and governments, and even challenging ideas about what it
means to be human. Artificial intelligence is already all around us, from supercomputers, drones and virtual
assistants to 3D printing, DNA sequencing, smart thermostats, wearable sensors and microchips smaller
than a grain of sand. But this is just the beginning: nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a
million times thinner than a strand of hair and the first transplant of a 3D printed liver are already in
development. Imagine “smart factories” in which global systems of manufacturing are coordinated virtually,
or implantable mobile phones made of biosynthetic materials. The fourth industrial revolution, says
Schwab, is more significant, and its ramifications more profound, than in any prior period of human history.
He outlines the key technologies driving this revolution and discusses the major impacts expected on
government, business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also offers bold ideas on how to harness these
changes and shape a better future—one in which technology empowers people rather than replaces them;
progress serves society rather than disrupts it; and in which innovators respect moral and ethical
boundaries rather than cross them. We all have the opportunity to contribute to developing new frameworks that advance progress.
The Blackwell Companion to Political Sociology Jul 07 2020 The Blackwell Companion to Political
Sociology brings together thirty-eight original essays covering the wide inter-disciplinary field of political
sociology. Represents the most comprehensive overview available in the field of political sociology Covers
traditional questions as well as emerging topics including recent debates on gender, citizenship, and
political identity Includes detailed editorial introduction, abstracts, further reading lists, and a consolidated
bibliography.
The Evolution of the Medieval World Sep 08 2020 This ambitious and wide-ranging study of the
European Middle Ages respects the complexity and richness of its subject; always accessible, it is never
merely superficial or over-simplistic. Stressing the long-term factors of continuity, evolution and change
throughout, David Nicholas discusses the social and economic aspects of medieval civilization, and
examines their links with political, institutional and cultural development. Designed for students and nonspecialists, his book triumphantly meets the need for a comprehensive survey of the medieval world within
the covers of a single authoritative volume.
Fourth World Conflicts May 05 2020
Loose-Leaf Version for a History of World Societies, Value Edition, Volume 2 Mar 15 2021

and the Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
A History of World Societies, Value Edition, Volume 1 Oct 02 2022 The lively and accessible narrative and
the hallmark focus on social and cultural history that has made A History of World Societies one of the most
successful textbooks for the world history course is now available in a lower price format. The two-color
Value Edition includes the full narrative, the popular "Individuals in Society" feature, and select images and
maps.
Policing World Society Jan 31 2020 Deflem analyzes the history of international police cooperation from
the middle of the 19th century until World War II. The text is a detailed exploration of international
cooperation strategies involving police institutions from the United States and Germany as well as other
European countries.
Jehovah's Witnesses Nov 22 2021 This book, first published in 1956, is the first authoritative,
comprehensive account of the worldwide activities of Jehovah’s Witnesses. It traces their origins and
development, and a special section covers the founding, organization and development of the movement in
Great Britain.
World Society and the Middle East Nov 30 2019 Offers a novel cross-disciplinary theoretical perspective on
conflict and conflict transformation in world society, and integrates the study of conflicts in the Middle East
region into a modern systems theoretical framework.
The WEIRDest People in the World Jan 13 2021 A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 A Bloomberg Best
Non-Fiction Book of 2020 A Behavioral Scientist Notable Book of 2020 A Human Behavior & Evolution
Society Must-Read Popular Evolution Book of 2020 A bold, epic account of how the co-evolution of
psychology and culture created the peculiar Western mind that has profoundly shaped the modern world.
Perhaps you are WEIRD: raised in a society that is Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and
Democratic. If so, you’re rather psychologically peculiar. Unlike much of the world today, and most people
who have ever lived, WEIRD people are highly individualistic, self-obsessed, control-oriented,
nonconformist, and analytical. They focus on themselves—their attributes, accomplishments, and
aspirations—over their relationships and social roles. How did WEIRD populations become so
psychologically distinct? What role did these psychological differences play in the industrial revolution and
the global expansion of Europe during the last few centuries? In The WEIRDest People in the World, Joseph
Henrich draws on cutting-edge research in anthropology, psychology, economics, and evolutionary biology
to explore these questions and more. He illuminates the origins and evolution of family structures,
marriage, and religion, and the profound impact these cultural transformations had on human psychology.
Mapping these shifts through ancient history and late antiquity, Henrich reveals that the most fundamental
institutions of kinship and marriage changed dramatically under pressure from the Roman Catholic Church.
It was these changes that gave rise to the WEIRD psychology that would coevolve with impersonal markets,
occupational specialization, and free competition—laying the foundation for the modern world. Provocative
and engaging in both its broad scope and its surprising details, The WEIRDest People in the World explores
how culture, institutions, and psychology shape one another, and explains what this means for both our
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